At the public enquiry advertised above on the 8th
October 2019 at Wychavon, the Parish Council were
allowed to present their case at the opening session
of the Enquiry as per the details below.

These remarks were used by the Wychavon QC on three occasions
to highlight to the Appellant’s QC the points of law that he should
be taking note of and the document was also used again by the
Wychavon QC in her closing remarks.
Prior to the closing remarks the Parish Council were able to raise
the Traffic Interfaces between opposing lanes of the A442 on the
proposed new entrance and requested involvement in the
ST278/S38 process.

Hampton Lovett and Westwood Headline Notes

M’am Good Morning Ladies and Gentleman
You said that on Friday the Parish Council could present its concerns over
Highway decisions but only using the published documentation in the
application. I would like to raise my comments in relation to “Property and
Construction Consultants RIDGE” paragraph 15 which highlights that the
Highway Authority have only removed their objections after in their words
“the radius of the axis may still need to be increased all other outstanding
matters could be resolved during the S278/ S38 process. Which we hope is to
include safety auditing and accident risk analysis.
The other document I wish to use is the appellant document headed
PROPOSED GHOST ISLAND SITE ACCESS JUNCTION (NO NUMBER).
Before discussing detail on these two sheets could I highlight to the enquiry
that the A442 onto which this junction is being made is a single carriage “A
road”.
To the North is a relatively steep hill with an S bend. The proposed new access
is 50 to 60 meters South from the junction on the west side “Doverdale Lane”
which carries traffic from the employment land and between 7.30am and 9.30
am discharges 200 white vans from “Amazon” onto the main road in addition
to the normal traffic flow.
The proposed development site of 144 houses could have as many as 288
vehicles available to feed at this peak time onto this single carriageway on the
East side of the A442.
The appellants have shown the vehicle shadow lines in relation to the entrance
to the new development. These mean that a Dust Cart that they have used as
their base vehicle for the shadow movement lines. Requires a driver to follow
these imaginary lines on the road within millimetres this still produces an
interface with the traffic in the oncoming lane.

The CC have accepted that the radius needs to be “FINALISED” and it is during
this process that the Parish Council are looking for input into safety auditing
and accident risk analysis documentation.
The PC feel that this is necessary as planning applications 18/01618/out and
application 18/01795/full gave completely different decisions on the same
access into Westwood Park which is part of our Parish. Currently our District
and CC representatives are investigating this matter.
Thus ma’m the PC do not feel it unreasonable to ask for your support in
helping the PC along with their District and County Councillors who attend the
PC meetings to see that a satisfactory result comes from the S278/S38
process.
We very much hope that you will give us support with this view point as this
could well end as a very serious black spot.

